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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Pedro Ramírez has contributed to the dictionary with 9 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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burguesía
It is a term used primarily in political economy, and also extensively in sociology and history. The French word originally
described to urban dwellers ( characteristically merchants or artisans in the late Middle Ages ).

cripto
Serial # prefix: Gr. kryptós, hidden from.

etimología
Is called etymology ( from the Latin etymologa, and Greek do ÄÅ¼ do ' do ³¯±, etymology ) to the study of the origin of
the words, when they are incorporated into a language, from what source, and how their form and meaning have
changed.???

fábrica
A factory is a physical or virtual place where there is any object, material or service.

imperio napoleónico
In 1804 he was approved a Senate - consult, convinado by a plebiscite ( consulted the 41 people, by which the
Government of the Republic is entrusted to a hereditary emperor. In this same year, Napoleón concentrated more power
in his hands to replace the Constitution of the year 8 with 12.En European Empire, Napoleón reyes Emperor. After
perform marriages among members of his family and naming them Kings of the Netherlands, Westphalia, Spain,
Naples,... wakes the terror for the British; already that if Napoleón won in his attempt to Britain would fall; and if it
happened on the contrary they would continue to be well.Napoleon founded the 4th dynasty: " the dark dynasty
Bonaparte "

industrialización
The process by which a State or territorial community moves from an agriculture-based economy to one based on the
industrial development and in which it represents in economic terms the fundamental backbone of gross domestic
product and in terms of occupancy offered to the majority of the population is known as industrialization.

maquinización
The mechanization, as a result of a technology to improve research.

proletariado
It is a term used to refer to the lowest social class of the era of the modern age.

sintaxis
Order and how to relate the words within the sentence or sentences within a discourse.


